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Abstract. We present some formulas for certain numeric sums related to
the Riemann zeta function. The main tool used in our investigation is
Retkes’ identity. We get a formula for ζ(3) with the Euler beta function
in it.
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1. Introduction. Retkes proved in [1] the following interesting theorem as an
extension of the Hermite–Hadamard inequality.
Theorem 1.1. Suppose that ∞ ≤ a < b ≤ ∞, and let f : [a, b) → R be a convex
function, xi ∈ (a, b), i = 1, . . . , n, such that xi = xj if 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n. Then










where F (j) is the jth iterated integral of f and





In the concave case “≤” is changed to “≥”.
Moreover, he showed some consequences and applications of Theorem 1.1,
see [1,2]. We need the following identity [1].
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x2kΠk(x1, . . . , xn)
.
2. Application. We want to investigate the application of Corollary 1.2 for







Πk(1, 2, . . . , n) = (−1)n−k(k − 1)!(n − k)! ,




















2k − 1 .
We have that
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(2k − 1)2 .
Now
Πk(1, 32, . . . , (2n − 1)2) = Πk(1, 3, . . . , 2n − 1) 12(2k − 1)
n∏
j=1
2(k + j − 1)
=
2n−1(−1)n−k(k − 1)!(n − k)! 2n(n + k − 1)!
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(k2 + kj + j2)









































j=1(k2 + kj + j2)
.
Before our formula for ζ(3), we study the terms in Formula 2.5. First one






j=1(k2 + kj + j2)

















as n → ∞
(2.1)






j(x + y + j)
(x + j)(y + j)
(x, y = 0,−1, . . .).






j=1(k2 + kj + j2)





k2 + kj + j2
k∏
j=1
n − j + 1
n + j
→ kB(xk, yk)
as n → ∞, where xk and yk are such that xk + yk = k and xkyk = k2. Second,















n+j ≤ 1. (2.2)
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j=1(k2 + kj + j2)





































































































< (3ζ(3) + 4)ε,
which is the required result. 





if r is an integer greater than 3, since these sums are the partial sums of the







We calculate like we did in the previous cases.























































(−1)k−1a(n, k, r) .
To produce an identity for ζ(r) similar to Formula 2.6, with a similar ar-





where a(k, r) = limn→∞ a(n, k, r). For a fair result we need to calculate the
values a(k, r). We can do this by using the software Mathematica [4]. The more
interesting case is when r is odd since for even r, the value ζ(r) is well-studied.
After calculating the limits a(k, r) for r = 5, 7, 9, we conjecture the following










kr Γ(1 + k)
.
where Γ(z) is the Euler gamma function [3].
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